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QUESTION 1

An ex-employee of your organization, who was employed at the USA office, has resigned her job 2 years ago. She will
start her employment at France office next month. 

Which statement is correct about the Person Number and Assignment Number for this employee? 

A. The employee\\'s new person number will be her previous number suffixed by -1. 

B. The employee continues with her old person number if global sequence is used for person number, and same
assignment number with the France Legal Employer. 

C. The employee gets a new person number and assignment number for her employment in France if the legal
employer sequence is used for person number. 

D. The employee has a person record with the enterprise so she will continue with the same person number but get a
new assignment number within her new work relationship with the France Legal Employer. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 2

As an Oracle Global Human Resources Cloud implementation consultant, you are configuring an enterprise structure for
an organization that has undergone major restructuring. The client wants you to make multiple versions of the enterprise
structure so that they can decide on a final one that suits them based on proper analysis and comparison. What should
you do to meet this requirement of the client? 

A. Design the enterprise structure by using individual tasks available for each of the organizations and keep changing it
until the final structure is agreed upon. 

B. Create and load one enterprise structure at a time through Establish Enterprise Structure, analyze the structure and,
if it does not suit the client, use the rollback option before creating another structure. 

C. Configure multiple enterprise structures by using the Establish Enterprise Structure guided flow. Analyze and
compare them by using the configuration review pages, including the Technical Summary Report, before loading the
final one. 

D. Configure multiple enterprise structures and load all of them simultaneously so that analysis and comparison can be
done. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

For the Change Manager transaction. the first-level approval is set to the Application Role type. The name of the
application role is HR Specialist Sales. In the Change Manager approval rule configuration, the Enable Auto Claim
option is deselected. 

Which two actions take place when the transaction for manager change is initiated for employees? (Choose two.) 
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A. The transaction has to be approved by all HR Specialist Sales representatives for it to be approved. 

B. If one of the HR Specialist Sales representatives rejects the transaction, others can still approve it. 

C. One of the HR Specialist Sales representatives should “Claim” the transaction for it to be assigned for approval. 

D. The transaction goes for approval to all the workers who inherit the HR Specialist Sales role. 

E. The transaction goes into error because it was not auto-claimed. 

F. The transaction will be auto-claimed and assigned randomly to anyone who has the HR Specialist Sales role. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

 

QUESTION 4

Which Approval Types are supported while configuring the Managing Approval Rules: Promote transaction? 

A. Application Role, Approval Groups, Management Hierarchy, Position Hierarchy, Representative, Self Auto Approve,
User 

B. Application Role, Approval Groups, Management Hierarchy, Parent Position, Representative, User, Self Auto
Approve 

C. Enterprise Role, Application Role, Approval Groups, Parent Position, Representative, User, Self Auto Approve 

D. Data Role, Application Role, Approval Groups, Management Hierarchy, Position Hierarchy, Self Auto Approve, User 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

During implementation, a two-tier employment model - multiple assignment has been set up. Now the 

client wants to store contract information. 

Which statement is true about changing the employment model setting after implementation? 

A. The client change from any two-tier option to another at any point of time, irrespective of the existence of work
relationships. 

B. If employees exists within the enterprise and legal employer the person model setting changed as there are not
contract options that support a contract with multiple assignment. 

C. The client can have both: a two-tier multiple assignment employment model can remain for its existing employees,
and a two-tier multiple contracts single assignment can be created to hire new employees with the same legal
employer. 

D. The client cannot move form a two-tier multiple assignment to two-tier single contract and single assignment after
implementation. 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

An enterprise operates in a country where contract information is required for employees. What type of employment
model can the enterprise use? 

A. multiple assignments with contracts 

B. single assignment with contracts 

C. multiple assignments 

D. single assignment 

E. contract assignment 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

The HR of Finance Department searches for an employee who is the Finance Auditor. The search is conducted with an
effective date of 01-Jan-2015 on the Person Management page. The search does not yield any results. 

What are two reasons for this behavior? (Choose two.) 

A. The employee has multiple assignments and being a Finance Auditor is a part of the secondary assignment. 

B. The employee is working as a contingent worker in Finance Department. 

C. The employee is inactive as of 01-Jan-2015. 

D. The employee was a contingent worker until 31-Dec-2014 and will rejoin as an employee on 02-Jan2015. 

E. The employee is working as an employee in Finance Department. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

 

QUESTION 8

As an implementation consultant, you need to configure different rules for the Transfer transaction. Which fields can be
used as criteria or parameters to determine when and for whom a rule is applied? 

A. Business Unit, Location, Position, Action, and Worker Type 

B. Role, Legal Entity, Country, Business Unit, Action, and Worker Type 

C. Legal Entity, Country, Business Unit, Division, Action, and Worker Type 
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D. Role, Legal Entity, Country, Division, Action, and Worker Type 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 9

Which three options are true regarding Grade Ladders? (Choose three.) 

A. Five types of Grade Ladders are available. 

B. A Grade Ladder cannot be created with a combination of both grades and grades with steps. 

C. Grade Ladders are used to group grades or grades with steps. 

D. Two types of Grade Ladders are available. 

E. A Grade Ladder can be created with a combination of both grades and grades with steps. 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

QUESTION 10

An HR administrator is unable to enter the details of an intern due to unavailability of the right choice of values. The HR
administrator is unaware that the worker type "Intern" has not been set up in the application. 

Select four valid system person types (which are part of the person model) that the HR administrator should be aware
of. (Choose four.) 

A. Contract Worker 

B. Person of Interest 

C. Contingent Worker 

D. Employee 

E. Non-Worker 

F. Pending Worker 

Correct Answer: CDEF 

 

QUESTION 11

An organization wants to include a security profile in an HCM data role and then provision the data role to 

a user. 

Identify the option which lists the HCM object types for which the security profiles can be created. 
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A. Person, Organization, Position, Legislative Data Group, Location, Grade, Document Type, Payroll, Payroll Flow 

B. Person, Organization, Position, Legislative Data Group, Location, Grade, Document Type, Payroll, Payroll Flow,
Workforce Business Process 

C. Person, Organization, Position, Legislative Data Group, Country, Grade, Document Type, Payroll, Payroll Flow,
Workforce Business Process 

D. Person, Organization, Position, Legislative Data Group, Country, Document Type, Payroll, Payroll Flow, Payroll Flow,
Workforce Business Process 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 12

If multiple people update a performance rating for a competency on a worker\\'s profile, what is used to provide a unique
identifier for each instance of the competency so what you can determine who provided what rating? 

A. educational establishment 

B. rating model 

C. content subscriber 

D. instance qualifier 

E. content library 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 13

As an HR Specialist it is your responsibility to hire employees and enter their base salary information. After 

you selected a grade and salary basis, and entered the base salary, you expected to see the compa-ratio 

information display - but it does not. 

What is the possible cause for the information NOT displaying? 

A. The grade rate and the salary basis are tied to different frequencies. 

B. The grade rate was not linked to the salary basis. 

C. The grade and the salary basis are tied to different legislative data groups. 

D. The grade rate and the salary basis are tied to different legislative data groups. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 14
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A user has reported that one of his or her saved transactions was not available anymore from the transaction page.
What is the reason for this behavior? 

A. The saved transaction was rejected by the approval authority. 

B. An identical transaction that was initiated for the person by another user was applied to the database. 

C. The saved transaction was future dated. The application displays only those transactions where the transaction date
is less than or equal to system date. 

D. The saved transaction was withdrawn by HR. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 15

You are a human resource specialist and a workflow request is showing in your worklist notification even after you
approved it (sent it to the second level approver). 

What three causes of this behavior? (Choose three.) 

A. The second level approver might have approved the request. 

B. The second level approver might have reassigned the request. 

C. The second level approver might have rejected the request. 

D. The second level approver might have executed a pushback on the request. 

E. The second level approver might have opted for an adhoc route. 

Correct Answer: BDE 
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